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Slash Data Storage Costs
with Komprise and Wasabi

Automatically Archive Cold Data to the World’s Most
Affordable Storage Cloud
Data growth is spiraling out of control, doubling every year for many
companies. IT organizations are continuously expanding costly onpremises storage arrays to keep pace with skyrocketing data volumes, even
though studies show 80 percent of data is rarely accessed within months
of creation. Maintaining infrequently accessed data on primary storage
squanders capacity and wastes money. It also extends backup cycles,
leaving valuable business data unprotected. Certain cloud services are no
better. They have complex and expensive tiers that often end up costing
more than expected.
Wasabi has partnered with Komprise to help businesses slash storage
costs and improve data protection. Wasabi hot cloud storage is incredibly
affordable and fast cloud object storage for any purpose. And Komprise
is an intelligent data management solution that lets you automatically find
cold data across both on network-attached storage and in the cloud and
archive it transparently to suit your needs. Through the integrated solution,
users can seamlessly move infrequently accessed data to Wasabi to free
up primary storage capacity, shrink backups, and better align storage costs
with data value—all with no disruption to file based users or applications.

Komprise Seamlessly Archives Inactive
Data
Komprise lets you identify cold data across all your network-attached
(NFS, SMB/CIFS) and cloud-based storage and archive infrequently
accessed data to Wasabi quickly and easily. In less than 15 minutes
you can gain insights into data usage across your storage environment,
perform a custom ROI analysis based on your policies and costs, and start
intelligently moving data to Wasabi to free up primary storage capacity
and improve recovery point and recovery time objectives. Users and
applications access archived files the same way they access local files, with
no changes to the user experience or toolsets. A unified administrative
interface makes it easy to configure data management policies, analyze
costs and plan capacity across on-prem and cloud storage platforms.
Unlike competitive solutions, Komprise does not employ static stubs or
agents, which are proprietary and can be difficult to manage. Instead,
Komprise manages data using standards-based protocols, helping you
simplify operations and avoid vendor lock-in. Komprise archives data
based on when it was last accessed rather than last modified, which is a
better indicator of how often an object is accessed.

Komprise’s Intelligent Archiving Cuts
NAS Costs by Over 80%
Migrating infrequently accessed data to the cloud will save your business
money. On a per-GB basis, it is more expensive to keep data on NAS than
in the cloud and the longer idle data is kept on local storage, the more it
leeches on your wallet. By moving this expensive data out of local storage,
the Komprise/Wasabi solution can save users an estimated 96% on storage
costs with NAS to Cloud Transparent Active Archive.
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KEY FEATURES
• Automatic, policy-based
archiving
• Ultra-low-cost secondary
cloud storage
• Seamless integration and
operation
• Single-pane-of-glass
management
• Cloud-to-cloud migration
• “What-if” archiving
scenarios

BENEFITS
• Tightly align storage costs
with data value
• Reclaim expensive primary
storage capacity
• Shorten backup cycles and
reduce risks
• Securely retain data for
compliance purposes

WASABI PARTNER SOLUTION BRIEF: Komprise and Wasabi

For migrating data between clouds, Komprise provides the same, single-pane-of-glass experience. Data can be
transferred to Wasabi just as if it was located on local storage. Komprise Intelligent Data Management analyzes your
cloud-hosted data and provides actionable analytics to not only understand your cloud data costs but also how to
optimize them with data lifecycle management.

Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage Delivers Breakthrough Economics
and Performance
Wasabi hot cloud storage is the industry’s most affordable and highest performing cloud storage service, making it
an ideal secondary storage repository. Wasabi is 1/5th the price and faster than alternative cloud storage services like
Amazon S3.
Engineered for extreme data integrity and security, Wasabi provides eleven 9s object durability and supports
configurable data immutability to protect against accidental deletions, ransomware and viruses, and improve
regulatory compliance. Storing data in Wasabi’s secure facilities bolsters your business’ overall redundancy and better
prepares you for a number of disaster scenarios, including ransomware. A highly parallelized system architecture
delivers breakthrough performance, so you can rapidly move large datasets in and out of the cloud.
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Intelligent Archival with Groundbreaking Economics

ABOUT WASABI
Wasabi is the hot cloud storage company delivering disruptive storage technology that is
1/5th the price of Amazon S3 and faster than the competition with no fees for egress or
API requests. Unlike first generation cloud vendors, Wasabi focuses solely on providing the
world’s best cloud storage platform. Created by Carbonite co-founders and cloud storage
pioneers David Friend and Jeff Flowers, Wasabi is on a mission to commoditize the storage
industry. Wasabi is a privately held company based in Boston, MA.
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